There are many schemes to increase energy efficiency in wireless sensor network as energy is a precious resource. We focus on improving energy efficiency in sensing module while most of the previous works focus on the energy saving in communication module. When a sensor network continuously senses wide area, energy consumption is needed largely in the sensing module. We consider a change rate of sensed data and adjust sensing period to reduce energy consumption while minimizing average delay between change of field and detection. Additionally, cooperation among neighbor nodes is essential to reduce energy consumption and the delay. Our dynamic sensing algorithm reduces the energy consumption and delay between change of field and detection. Our scheme controls sensing cycle based on change of sensing data and information of neighbor nodes such as sensing cycle and number of cooperative nodes. It improves energy efficiency up to 90% comparing with the static sensing method, and reduces the delay up to 84% comparing to the previous works.
Introduction
Wireless sensor networks consist of smart sensor nodes which are able to communicate with each other, sense the event and process the data. The sensor node collects in a sensing module, and processes it through a processing module. Lastly, data is transmitted to sink node by wireless communication. Sensor nodes have selforganizing capabilities and gather data by themselves. Therefore, sensor networks can be used for various places such as inaccessible spot or nature environment which is adventurous and needs much time for research. Recent researches of sensor network advance along to develop sensor and communication techniques. One of the most popular subjects of sensor network research is to prolong the lifetime of network by reducing the energy consumption of sensor nodes. There are many researches aiming to increase the lifetime of wireless sensor network by regulating sensing cycle. In the case of MICA2 [www.xbow.com] , sensor node spends 20 mA in communication module and 5 mA in sensing module. Therefore, most researchers considered that minimizing energy consumption of communication module is more important than minimizing that of sensing module. But minimizing energy consumption of sensing module is a critical factor to prolong the network lifetime because the number of sensing is much bigger than communication. For example, if we assume that sensing module performs 5 sensing operations, while the communication module performs 1 operation, the energy consumption of each module are 25 mA and 20 mA, respectively. Figure 1 illustrates the phase of indoor environment such as humidity, temperature and CO 2 density. This shows that the phase of environment is small. The inefficiency of static sensing causes unnecessary power consumption in overall sensor networks. Therefore there are many researches aiming to increase energy efficiency by controlling sensing module. Several schemes controlling the sensing range are proposed. These schemes eliminate overlapping Fig. 1 . The variation of humidity, temperature and CO 2 density of room during a week [Ogawa, 2000] .
area where neighbor nodes already sensed. They can enhance energy efficiency, but decrease data reliability and fault tolerance of sensor network. Moreover it is difficult to find sensing interval. This paper suggests a novel dynamic sensing cycle decision scheme that each sensor controls its sensing cycle based on change of sensed data and information from neighbor nodes. Our scheme can increase energy efficiency while reducing delay between change of field and detection by sensing module. Thus we reduce energy consumption by controlling sensing schedule in sensing module. It is difficult to determine the optimal number of sensing time. Thus we develop consensus mechanism that sensor nodes help each other in determining the optimal number of sensing.
Related Works
The research of efficient sensing is divided into two topics. The first is to control sensing range overlapped with neighbor nodes [Zhong, 2002; Tian, 2003 ] and the other is to control sensing period [Jain, 2004; Marbini, 2003; Dantu, 2004] . The PEAS [Zhong, 2002] proposed a simple protocol which adjusts sensing range dynamically. According to this protocol, a node decides to be active only if there are no active nodes within the threshold distance. The node can decrease energy consumption but this protocol cannot guarantee full area coverage. According to [Tian, 2003] , a node does not perform sensing task if neighbor nodes that cover its own sensing range exist. But it does not guarantee that the sensing scope of node is actually covered with sensing scope of neighbor nodes. The techniques of controlling period of sensing are classified based on whether server provides sensing period or not. In [Jain, 2004] , each sensor node has adaptive sampling rate which is estimated by Kalman-Filter (KF)-based estimation technique. Thus nodes do not have to estimate and calculate sensing period. This scheme is good for decreasing energy consumption on processing and increasing accuracy of sensing period control. However, there are lots of overhead, because all nodes in the sensor network have to send its sensing period information to server. Moreover if the server has some problem, the node cannot control its sensing period. In dynamic selfconfiguration scheme [Marbini, 2003] , each node estimates an error rate by using sensed data and error model which is made by user. Since this scheme uses exiting data, the accuracy of sensing period is increased and the variation of sensing period is adapt to real world. But there are lots of processing loads to make the model similar to real world phenomena. Lastly, the Data Centric Modeling of environmental sensor network (DCM) [Dantu, 2004] uses simple protocol. According to this protocol, each node control its sensing period based on the change of sensing data. If sensed data is similar to the previous sensed data, the node's next sleeping time is doubled, otherwise it is halved. This scheme increases energy efficiency because the energy consumption in sensing is reduced. But the reliability of sensing data is dropped, because the quantity of collected data is reduced. It increases sharply the delays between changes of field.
In the next section, we describe our proposed scheme to control the sensing cycle. We consider the weakness of previous research and improve on it. In our scheme, since the sensor calculates based on the change of sensing data and neighbor's sensing cycle information to control the sensing cycle dynamically, the sensor node consumes few loads in the processing module. The sensor nodes have high fault tolerance to control sensing cycle, because the sensor node uses local information of itself and neighbors. Lastly, the sensor node reduces the delay between change of field and detection, because the neighbor sensor nodes decentralize their sensing time.
Adaptive Sensing Schedule
The sensor network is composed of a large number of sensor nodes. They are densely deployed and very close to neighbor nodes. But natural phenomena such as temperature or density of air seldom change in the field. Therefore sensor nodes sense similar phenomenon. The inefficiency is that many sensor nodes sense almost same data in the case of DCM. In DCM scheme, sensor nodes operate its sensing module at the same time, and interval of sensing time is increased and finally sensor nodes have large delay between change of field and detection. In DCM, we figured out that it is inefficient because every sensor nodes sense the natural phenomena at the same time. Hence we propose that neighbor nodes cooperate to decide their sensing schedule to decrease delay between change of field and detection. We call this scheme as Data And Neighbor Centric modeling of Environmental sensor network (DANCE). In proposed scheme, each sensor node changes its sensing time if neighbor nodes have similar sensing schedule. Otherwise, if there are no neighbors which try to sense the phenomena, sensor node perform sensing task. This reduces the inefficiency of energy consumption while increasing the reliability of sensing phenomena because DANCE scatters the point of sensing time and minimized delay between change of field and detection. Figure 2 (a) illustrates the distribution of the point of sensing time in static sensing scheme. In static sensing scheme, sensor nodes sense regularly. Neighbor sensor nodes named A, B, C have the same sensing cycle, so they sense the environment at the same time regardless of environmental situation. Therefore inefficient energy consumption occurred if the environment's data are not changed frequently. consumption. But it has a large delay between its change of field and detection; interval of sensing time increases sharply if the sensor node does not detect the change of natural phenomena. This causes that sensor node cannot sense even if event occurs, which results in decreasing reliability.
We proposed the scheme which overcomes this weakness by scattering sensing time between neighbor nodes. This scheme is illustrated in Fig. 2(c) . The neighbor nodes exchange their sensing information such as sensing time and their sensing cycle. Thus three nodes do not sense at the same time by scattering their sensing points. The proposed scheme reduces the delay between change of field and detection without additional energy consumption by avoiding excessive long sleeping time of sensor node.
The algorithm operates based on two abstracted sensor nodes, "active node" and "passive node". A node called "active node" sends the request packet to neighbors to ask to adjust sensing time. A node called "passive node" receives the request from "active node" and makes the decision whether approve the request or not. Figure 3 shows the flowchart of sensing module in sensor node. 
The action of active node
When a node wakes up, node senses the phenomena and decides its sleeping time using exponential back-off scheme. The node's sleeping time is determined based on the amount of environment changes which called "change of environment".
Change of environment (%) = |current sensed data − last recorded data| last recorded data × 100.
(
If the difference between two consecutive recorded values, calculated by Eq. (1), is more than degree of change tolerance, sensor nodes reduce its sleeping time by half. Otherwise it doubles its sleeping time twice. But sleeping in a long time is inefficient because long sleeping time increases the delay between change of field and detection. Therefore we propose that sleeping time among the neighbors is controlled through communications with neighboring sensor nodes to prevent rash increment of sleeping time. In our scheme, the sensor node checks whether it sends request its neighbors or not to scatter the sensing time. If its sleeping time is longer than degree of tolerance of sleeping time, it sends request to adjust sensing time to neighbor sensor node. The request packet contains its own sleeping time and the number of its neighbors.
The action of passive node
After the sensor node adjusts sleeping time based on sensing, sensor node checks as passive node whether it needs to adjust its sensing schedule to active neighbor node which request the adjust as passive node.
Acceptance of request to adjusting sensing time
A passive sensor node receiving the request packet estimates phase of sensing time between itself and active node. Figure 4 illustrates the acceptance of request from active node and adjustment the sensing schedule of passive node. If the passive node's sensing time is near to the active node's, the node accepts request and determines proper phase of the sensing time to spread sensing times between passive node and active node. In Fig. 4 , the node B and node C are neighbors of node A and the average cooperative node of those is 3 and 4, respectively. Since sensing time of node B and node C is near to active node A, they adjust their sensing schedule by shift sensing time. At this time, it is important to decide the standard of judgment that passive sensor node determines whether its sensing time is near to active node and the proper interval to adjust its sensing time. Since, if a node determines its new sensing time without considering other neighbors, the new sensing times can be distributed unevenly or overlapped again. Thus we make passive node consider the quantity of neighbor nodes within hop count 2 to get proper phase when it adjusts sensing time. What this means is, if a node has two neighbor nodes (first one has 7 neighbors, second one has 2 neighbors), a node adjusts its sensing time based on second neighbor node. This is because the first neighbor node already has many cooperative nodes and its area is densely sensed. The number of average cooperative node is calculated using Eq. (2). Next, the proper interval to determine phase of sensing time is calculated using Eq. (3). We illustrate one example in Fig. 5 . The average cooperative node of node k is calculated and the value is 3.3. It means that about 3 nodes adjust with 
Node k's interval to adjust sensing time = Sleeping time of active node Average cooperate nodes of node k .
If the sensing time of passive node exists in the first or the last part of that, passive node decides that sensing time of passive is near to active node and adjusts its sensing schedule. If the last sensing time is close to the sensing time of active node, node put off its sensing time by "interval to adjust". On the other hand, if the next sensing time is close to the next sensing time of active node, node advances its sensing time by "interval to adjust". However, if both request and acceptance nodes have the same sensing interval, acceptance node sets its sensing time as the middle of its sleeping time.
Rejection of request to adjusting sensing time
If the next sensing time of passive node is differing from the active node or sleeping time of passive is less than 1/4 than active node's, the passive node rejects it as the passive node should sense more than twice while the active node sleeps. When the node wakes, it accepts only one request packet and adjusts its sensing schedule to the information in the packet. At the end, if the sleeping time of passive node is larger than active node's then the node rejects the request, because passive node has a high probability that adjusts sensing time for other passive node's neighbors.
Evaluation
We made two kinds of wireless sensor network scenario where sensor nodes sense the nature as state of river. We compare the performance of our scheme to the precious scheme [Dantu, 2004] and static sensing scheme. Table 1 shows the wireless sensor network organization. We made simple topology in 20 m × 20 m grid environment. The maximum number of nodes is 100 and the distance between nodes is similar. The performance is measured by simulation using data provided by the Ecoplex project database [http://www.ecoplex.unt.edu]. To simulate, sensor node set parameters initially as Table 2 . The "degree of request tolerance to neighbor for adjustment (sDTr)" is the sleep time after which a node requests neighbors to cooperation because its sleeping time is too long. In this simulation, the tolerance is 32 multiple of the static sensing cycle of static sensing scheme. Lastly, "Degree of change tolerance (sDTc)" increases 0% to 7%. It means that if sDTc is large, sensor 
In the former scenario, we compare energy saving, error rate and average interval between two schemes (DCM and DANCE). The error rate is described Eq. (4) and energy consumption in sensing module during total time (T) is Eq. (5). The energy saving is the rate of energy consumption in sensing module with dynamic sensing scheme in comparison with energy consumption with static sensing scheme which has static sensing cycle. The other side, we compare the number of event detection to evaluate the reliability of event acquisition in the second scenario.
Error rate and energy saving of sensing the river
We measure energy saving and error rate of sensor nodes for data reliability and for energy efficiency. Moreover we observe average interval of sensing for viewing dispersion among neighbors as performance metrics. For evaluation, we use data of temperature, pH and specific conductance of nature and its parameters. But it offers data collected by only one place. Therefore we process the data sensed by other sensor based on original data by next rule. The data changes randomly within the predefined range called 'Difference of data value per regular distance (DTd)'
Adaptive Sensing Schedule Mechanism 267 shown in Table 3 . The variation of data value per unit of distance is called DTd and per unit regular time is called DTt in this paper. The simulation is performed in two different cases: High DTd and low DTd. It means that the similarity between nodes is high and low. And when DTd is 0.1% then DTd-max is 1%, DTd is 4.5% then DTd-max is 35%. We simulate DCM and DANCE. In this case added energy consumption of sending and receiving the request messages for adjust the sensing time (in communication module) are very small (within 4%) comparing with to reduced energy consumption of data collection (in sensing module) as shown in Fig. 6(a) . Since the number of request messages and adjustments for request are very small comparing to total data collection. Thus the energy consumption of communication is ignored to analysis energy consumption in sensing module. As the result, temperature, pH, and specific conductance display different energy consumption. Figure 6 (b) illustrates energy saving of DANCE and DCM compared to static sensing scheme, while Fig. 6(c) illustrates error rate. When temperature and pH is sensed by DANCE, the energy consumption of sensor node is similar to DCM and error rate of DANCE is also lower than DCM. And the sensing times among neighbor nodes is scattered evenly, delay between change of field and detection of environment is low. Moreover as the number of nodes is larger, the error rate is lower in DANCE because same area is sensed by multiple sensors by interleaving manner. But in DCM, all nodes sense at the same data as all nodes have same plan of sensing time. Therefore the energy saving, error rate and average interval of sensing time are hardly influenced by the number of nodes in DCM. When specific conductance is sensed, error rate in DANCE is much lower than DCM. Since the sensor nodes in DANCE much senses the change of phenomena due to scattered sensing among neighbor nodes than DCM and they decrease their sleeping time. It causes that interval of sensing is much lower and the error rate is decreased considerably. Figure 7 shows the results when the number of neighbor sensor nodes per a node is 4 and the sensing data is similar (DTd is 0.1%) among the neighbors. The DANCE has similar energy saving with DCM. An exponential growth in energy savings of 80-90% is observed when sDTc is more than 1% [see Fig. 7(a) ]. As sDTc is higher, the error rate is higher. The high sDTc means that the node senses the change of environment sparsely. Therefore sleeping time is doubled because sensor node ignores small change of environment. It causes the sleeping time of sensor node to increase sharply. But the error rate of DANCE is lower than DCM and the gap of error rate between DCM and DANCE is larger along with higher sDTc as shown in Fig. 7(b) . Since the neighbor nodes sense dispersedly in DANCE, this makes sensor nodes sense the event easily and closely. The energy saving of DCM and DANCE is similar, because sensor nodes do not change the volume of sleeping time largely and those just change phase of sensing time in DANCE. Since the passive sensor node's "sensing cycle" is not changed twice or half, it just shifts its sensing time when the passive sensor node adjusts its sensing time to active sensor node. Especially, when sDTc is 6%, DANCE decreases error rate by 17% when compared to the DCM. If the change of phenomena occurs frequently while the sleep time of sensor node is long, the nodes cannot sense these events and have very high error rate in DCM. But in DANCE, the neighbor sensor nodes sense the change of phenomena earlier than DCM when one sensor cannot catch the change of phenomena by scattering nodes' sensing time. It is represented by the interval of sensing the phenomena shown in Fig. 7(c) . Figure 8 illustrates when the DTd is high (4.2%). That is, the gradient of measured value among location is high. The energy saving is illustrated in Fig. 8(a) of DCM and DANCE are similar and the reason is same as that in Fig. 6 . The error rate of DANCE is higher than DCM until sDTc is about 4% and it is illustrated in Fig. 8(b) . Since the difference of sensed data between neighbors is big, DTd is 4.2% and the support of neighbor nodes affects badly. In DANCE, sensing data of passive neighbor node is treated as active node's sensing data in contrast with DCM. But in this case, the difference in environment at the same time between active and passive node is large. This gap creates the situation that the error rate of DANCE is larger than DCM although the interval of sensing the phenomena is low as illustrated in Fig. 8(c) . It means that the performance of DANCE is influenced by the difference of sensed data among neighbors. Thus when the gap of data sensed among neighbor nodes is lower, DANCE is more beneficial. But when the sDTc is higher than 4%, the error rate of DANCE is lower than DCM. The reason is that the profit from dense sensing caused by assistance of neighbors is greater than injury from high difference of sensed data among neighbors. Since the error rate of DCM increase sharply by sensor nodes sense sparsely and it is shown that slope of increasing error rate along increasing sDTc in DCM is higher than DANCE. It means that if a sudden event has occurred frequently, or a user does not know well how much they set the sDTc, the DANCE is more profitable than DCM.
Event detection of sensing the river quantity
We measure the event detection of quantity of river. The measured data about quantity of river is shown in Fig. 9 and parameters of river are illustrated in Table 4 . In this evaluation, our scheme is compared with previous schemes as DCM and static sensing schemes when the static sensing cycle is varied as 10, 30, 60 min. Figure 10 shows energy saving and reliability of event detection. The DANCE detects occurrence of event similarly to static sensing scheme which has 10 min sensing cycle. Moreover it has higher energy saving by 39% when degree of change tolerance is 0%. In addition, as sDTc is higher, the energy saving of DANCE and DCM is higher up to 84% comparing with densely static sensing. On the other hand energy saving on the static sensing scheme is constant. In the result of the number of event detection, the number of event detection in DANCE is always higher than DCM and static sensing schemes when sensor node has 30 or 60 sensing cycle.
Conclusion
This paper proposes the novel scheme that minimizes the error rate and increases the energy efficiency by exchanging sensing information between neighbors. The proposed DANCE reduces overlapped sensing time between neighbors to obtain energy efficiency and data reliability. DANCE cooperates among neighbor nodes to sense the phenomena more densely without additional sensing time by interleaving sensing time among neighboring nodes. Therefore, DANCE improves energy efficiency up to 90%, and reduces the error rate up to 84%, comparing to previous work called DCM. The DANCE has also good effect to detect the event as well as to save the power consumption through evaluation of the second scenario. Also, it has good effect to communication module because the volume of data packet is decreased as DCM. It prolongs lifetime of sensor network and guarantees the reliability of sensor network. The DANCE is suitable where the variation is small as in natural phenomena.
